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Choosing a speaker is not an easy process with all of the options out there.  If you are looking for a
powerful sound with little visibility then you may want to look into the Bose DS16F Ceiling Speaker. 
The Bose DS16F is known as a free space flash mount loudspeaker which is used make music with
smooth natural sound. This loudspeaker can certainly create a pleasing atmosphere for clients by
reproducing sound with notable presence and detail. It is far better designed for the background
speech and music reproduction inside of a dynamic range of commercial applications including
restaurants, retail shops, hospitality establishments, hotels, airports, offices etc.

The Bose DS16F free space flash mount loudspeakers are often installed quite simply and fairly
quickly simply because of its integrated mounting arms. Its versatile and convenient design will
make it excellent relating to virtually any ceiling installing including pendant mounting in open
ceilings, flush mounting over the ceiling or installing in plenum spaces. Its sleek, modern
appearance can aesthetically blends directly into ceilings. The FreeSpace DS 16F loudspeaker is
well-suited for long lasting installations in Suppliers, Transportation facilities, Hospitality venues,
Restaurants, Houses of worship and Airports. Basically anywhere you want to you decide to put this
speaker, it ought to have planned on staying there once and for all. As with all of the FreeSpace
loudspeakers, its appearance, all round performance and price tag turn this loudspeaker compatible
for vocals and presentation reproduction in a wide range of work environments, from retail and
restaurant operations to hotels, places of work and airports. It offers an exceptionally flexible and
reliable method of control, together with the simple speakers delivering high quality sound within a
challenging environment.

Bose DS16F loudspeaker has a pioneering thumb type wheel that lets operator quickly and easily
adjust the integrated transformer tap settings. Itsâ€™ stylish sleek styling could easily blends with your
own interior designs. It also supports paints and you could paint it matching in conjunction with your
interior decoration. This feature ensure it is a stylish selection for each and every commercial
environment.

This loudspeaker is acoustically related with free space DS 16SE and DS 16S loudspeakers and
may be coupled with the same loudspeaker line. It is manufactured utilizing the latest technology
and emphasizing numerous requirements. Thatâ€™s why it easily meets different standards relating to
the combination music and diverse evacuation systems all over the world. Bose offers a five-years
limited warranty just for this free space flash mount loudspeaker.

The Bose DS16F loudspeaker is equipped for maximum 16 W powers as well as the nominal
impedance is 8 Ohms. These have 84 dB SPL sensitivity level, but it surely peak it supports up to a
whopping 102 dB SPL. Its running frequency range is 90 Hz to 16 Hz. It is very little and light in
weight, only 4.4 lbs allowing it to be not hard to transport from here and there. Company includes a
package content set up program making sure that you can handle installing it by reading the
handbook.

This loudspeaker provides a 140 degree conical beam-width possessing a 2.25 inch wide range
driver complement. Its enclosures is rated at UL 94 5 VA and the grilles are prepared by power
coated steel. Its flange diameter is about 9.4 inch and ceiling hole diameter is roughly 8 inch.
Company is marketing this loudspeaker after painting both enclosure and grille. A three terminal
barrier strip which have a pre-wired ceramic connector is supplied to attach this loudspeaker along
with your system.
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You can find numerous features in Bose DS16F loudspeaker that you will not find in any other kind
of loudspeakers when you're thinking of cost, quality, model, size and lifelong services. Its 140
degree conical beam fullness makes it possible for it to control wide sound coverage in any
circumference. It has a integrated multi tap transformer that allow an worker to modify tap setting
which are purely available below loudspeaker grille.

This free space loudspeaker isn't just merely meant for indoor purposes but also may be applied for
outdoor purposes. All these features and benefits make it increasingly popular amongst the users.
The truth is in the event you try it, you simply will be extremely pleased that you did.
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